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Provides an in-depth look at how NASA's initiatives in aeronautics and space exploration have resulted in beneficial commercial
technologies in the fields of health and medicine, transportation, public safety, consumer goods, environmental protection,
computer technology and industrial productivity.
Provides a basic understanding of the behavioral and biological processes involved in drug addiction with 19 contributions by
specialists in various disciplines writing specifically for readers who are not. They explain the procedures, results, and significance
of research in their field, emphasizing the commonality of actions between drugs of abuse rather than discussing addictive
substances by drug class. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR.
This text was the first study of the controversial bills leading to the Copyright Act 1842.
This 2003 edition of OECD's annual DAC Report presents detailed statistics and analysis on foreign aid flows and related policy
developments. This issue focuses on policy coherence for development co-operation and delivery of more, and more effective aid.
The report is the first complete assessment of the relationship between the RCMP and the IRS system. The focus of the research
was to explain how police officers were linked to the IRS system and what actions the police took, if any, if they were aware of
abuse. Although the research found that the RCMP was not an active participant in the IRS system, it did conclude that the RCMP
assumed a responsive, law enforcement role within the system. The RCMP's role included: - searching for and returning truant
children; - finding parents who refused to send their children to school and informing them of their obligations to do so under The
Indian Act; - providing transportation to schools; and - occasionally conducting investigations at the schools, primarily related to
fires or missing children."--R.C.M.P. news release.
Modeling in Transport Phenomena, Second Edition presents and clearly explains with example problems the basic concepts and
their applications to fluid flow, heat transfer, mass transfer, chemical reaction engineering and thermodynamics. A balanced
approach is presented between analysis and synthesis, students will understand how to use the solution in engineering analysis.
Systematic derivations of the equations and the physical significance of each term are given in detail, for students to easily
understand and follow up the material. There is a strong incentive in science and engineering to understand why a phenomenon
behaves the way it does. For this purpose, a complicated real-life problem is transformed into a mathematically tractable problem
while preserving the essential features of it. Such a process, known as mathematical modeling, requires understanding of the
basic concepts. This book teaches students these basic concepts and shows the similarities between them. Answers to all
problems are provided allowing students to check their solutions. Emphasis is on how to get the model equation representing a
physical phenomenon and not on exploiting various numerical techniques to solve mathematical equations. A balanced approach
is presented between analysis and synthesis, students will understand how to use the solution in engineering analysis. Systematic
derivations of the equations as well as the physical significance of each term are given in detail Many more problems and
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examples are given than in the first edition - answers provided
The spectrum of addiction disorders presents practitioners with numerous challenges—among them the widening gap between a
growing evidence base and the translation of this knowledge into treatment outcomes. Addiction Medicine addresses this
disconnect, clearly explaining the role of brain function in drug taking and other habit-forming behaviors, and applying this
biobehavioral framework to the delivery of evidence-based treatment. Its state-of-the-art coverage provides clinically relevant
details on not only traditional sources of addiction such as cocaine, opiates, and alcohol, but also more recently recognized
substances of abuse (e.g., steroids, inhalants) as well as behavioral addictions (e.g., binge eating, compulsive gambling,
hoarding). Current behavioral and medical therapies are discussed in depth, and the book’s close attention to social context gives
readers an added lens for personalizing treatment. An international panel of expert contributors offers the most up-to-date
information on: Diagnosis and classification Neurobiological and molecular theories of addiction Behavioral concepts of addiction
Clinical aspects of addiction to a wide range of substances, including opiates, stimulants, sedatives, hallucinogens, alcohol,
nicotine, and caffeine Science-based treatment options: pharmacotherapy, pharmacogenetics, potential vaccines, brief and
compliance-enhancing interventions, cognitive behavioral treatment, behavioral management, and other psychosocial
interventions Behavioral addictions—including compulsive eating, Internet messaging, and hypersexuality—and their treatment
Addiction in specific populations, including adolescents, the elderly, pregnant women, and health care professionals Legal,
disability, and rehabilitation issues At once comprehensive and integrative, Addiction Medicine is an essential text and a practiceexpanding tool for psychiatrists, health psychologists, pharmacologists, social workers, drug counselors, trainees, and general
physicians/family practitioners.
This Ninth Edition of the standard work on Iran includes up-to-date statistics and current information on the country. It begins with
an account of the history, arts, languages, and religions of Iran from 4000 B.C. to the present. Originally published in 1982. The
Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from
the distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important books while
presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in
1905.
"If you wanted a poem," wrote Gwendolyn Brooks, "you only had to look out of a window. There was material always, walking or
running, fighting or screaming or singing." From the life of Chicago's South Side she made a forceful and passionate poetry that
fused Modernist aesthetics with African-American cultural tradition, a poetry that registered the life of the streets and the
upheavals of the 20th century. Starting with A Street in Bronzeville (1945), her epoch-making debut volume, The Essential
Gwendolyn Brooks traces the full arc of her career in all its ambitious scope and unexpected stylistic shifts. "Her formal range,"
writes editor Elizabeth Alexander, "is most impressive, as she experiments with sonnets, ballads, spirituals, blues, full and offPage 2/6
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rhymes. She is nothing short of a technical virtuoso." That technical virtuosity was matched by a restless curiosity about the life
around her in all its explosive variety. By turns compassionate, angry, satiric, and psychologically penetrating, Gwendolyn Brooks's
poetry retains its power to move and surprise. About the American Poets Project Elegantly designed in compact editions, printed
on acid-free paper, and textually authoritative, the American Poets Project makes available the full range of the American poetic
accomplishment, selected and introduced by today’s most discerning poets and critics.
This definitive clinical reference comprehensively reviews the most advanced methods for assessing the person in pain. The field's
leading authorities present essential information and tools for evaluating psychosocial, behavioral, situational, and medical factors
in patients' subjective experience, functional impairment, and response to treatment. Empirically supported instruments and
procedures are detailed, including self-report measures, observational techniques, psychophysiological measures, and more. Bestpractice recommendations are provided for assessing the most prevalent pain syndromes and for working with children, older
adults, and people with communication difficulties. The book also weighs in on the limitations of existing methods and identifies
key directions for future research.
This volume presents the Proceedings of the 15th Nordic-Baltic Conference on Biomedical Engineering and Medical Physics. NBC
2011 brought together science, education and business under the motto “Cooperation for health”. The topics covered by the
Conference Proceedings include: Imaging, Biomechanics, Neural engineering, Sport Science, Cardio-pulmonary engineering,
Medical Informatics, Ultrasound, Assistive Technology, Telemedicine, and General Biomedical Engineering.
To get back at the man who insulted and refused her, Marianne Holton kidnaps him and forces him to marry her before she's sold
off. Spirited and virginal Lady Marianne Holton seeks revenge on Lord Blaise Gray, a man she has never met, for insulting her by
letter and refusing to wed her. She plans to force his hand before she is married off to a man known for his cruelty towards
women. Her plan for a forced marriage goes well, but she forced the wrong man. Instead of marrying Blaise, she married his
handsome, thirty-six year old father, Lord William Gray, Earl of Graystone. To her delight, the plan works. To her horror, she
married the wrong man. William, a lord who had previously given up on life, is enraged to have had his hand forced by a woman
who had the audacity to not even know his true identity until it was too late, and he vows to make use of his new bride as soon as
possible. However, he finds himself unable to destroy the fiery spirit that took charge of her own destiny, and makes a new vow to
protect her from the scorned man who would have been her husband, and make her his true wife.

Sketchbook features: 110 pages 8.5 x 11 in White-color paper Unique Cover Design A matte-finish cover Perfect for
friends and family who loves to sketch and draw.
This book reveals the astonishing miracle power that can release a flood-tide of abundance into your life. Step-by-step, in
crystal clear language, it explains exactly what to do and how to do it to unlock what Dr. Murphy calls the "Treasure
House of Infinity"--and automatically reap a golden harvest of wealth, power, friendship, and spiritual prosperity.
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DIVComprehensive study, based on contemporary accounts and accompanied by rare maps and illustrations, covers
over 1,500 years of armed conflict — from Roman rule to war tactics during the Crusades. 15 black-and-white illustrations.
/div
In Sketching User Experiences: The Workbook, you will learn, through step-by-step instructions and exercises, various
sketching methods that will let you express your design ideas about user experiences across time. Collectively, these
methods will be your sketching repertoire: a toolkit where you can choose the method most appropriate for developing
your ideas, which will help you cultivate a culture of experience-based design and critique in your workplace. Features
standalone modules detailing methods and exercises for practitioners who want to learn and develop their sketching
skills Extremely practical, with illustrated examples detailing all steps on how to do a method Excellent for individual
learning, for classrooms, and for a team that wants to develop a culture of design practice Perfect complement to
Buxton's Sketching User Experience or any UX text
You know what happens when bad boys get what they wish for? Everything. . . New York Times Bestselling Author Lori
Foster Playing Doctor Attitude makes a huge difference in bed. It could be Axel Dean's motto. The sexy physician likes
his women with sensual moxie, and Libby Preston definitely seems to fit that bill. There's that naughty grin. That hot bod.
Her eager kisses and cheeky insults. Her. . .admitted virginity. Whoa. Okay, cue cold shower. Axel may not be an
honorable man, but he has his limits. Except Libby won't take no for an answer. She's determined to have someone show
her what she's been missing, and suddenly, Axel can't bear to think of Libby playing doctor with anyone else. . . USA
Today Bestselling Author Erin McCarthy The Lady of the Lake Pro baseball player Dylan Diaz is pretty sure he's going to
hell. When you rescue a drowning woman from a lake your first thought should be, "Are you okay?" not, "Can I make
mad, passionate love to you?" But the minute sputtering kindergarten teacher Violet Caruthers is on Dylan's boat, that's
all he can think about. Maybe it's the potent combo of a nun's personality inside a stripper's body. Maybe it's the way she
drives him crazy with desire and laughter. Or maybe, Dylan's finally found what's been missing in his life, and he's not
about to let go. . .
When it first appeared in the 1930s, FM radio was a technological marvel, providing better sound and nearly eliminating
the static that plagued AM stations. It took another forty years, however, for FM's popularity to surpass that of AM. In
Sounds of Change, Christopher Sterling and Michael Keith detail the history of FM, from its inception to its dominance
(for now, at least) of the airwaves. Initially, FM's identity as a separate service was stifled, since most FM outlets were
AM-owned and simply simulcast AM programming and advertising. A wartime hiatus followed by the rise of television
precipitated the failure of hundreds of FM stations. As Sterling and Keith explain, the 1960s brought FCC regulations
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allowing stereo transmission and requiring FM programs to differ from those broadcast on co-owned AM stations. Forced
nonduplication led some FM stations to branch out into experimental programming, which attracted the counterculture
movement, minority groups, and noncommercial public and college radio. By 1979, mainstream commercial FM was
finally reaching larger audiences than AM. The story of FM since 1980, the authors say, is the story of radio, especially in
its many musical formats. But trouble looms. Sterling and Keith conclude by looking ahead to the age of digital
radio--which includes satellite and internet stations as well as terrestrial stations--suggesting that FM's decline will be
partly a result of self-inflicted wounds--bland programming, excessive advertising, and little variety.
The analysis of orthogonal polynomials associated with general weights has been a major theme in classical analysis this century. In this
monograph, the authors define and discuss their classes of weights, state several of their results on Christoffel functions, Bernstein
inequalities, restricted range inequalities, and record their bounds on the orthogonal polynomials, as well as their asymptotic results. This
book will be of interest to researchers in approximation theory, potential theory, as well as in some branches of engineering.
Based on the successful Baby Owner's Manual, The Baby Owner's Maintenance Log presents a refreshing alternative to traditional sugarsweet baby journals. Hip parents can record all major milestones and measurements in these pages, including the arrival of the unit, fuel
preferences and speech activation. Spiral binding, hilarious illustrations and a bound-in envelope for keepsakes make this guided journal a
great shower gift.
"Dark and erotic in addition to being clever and charming. It is laced with sexual scenes so graphic I hesitate to share them with you"—New
York Times Book Review When Ira Fishblatt's girlfriend, Ruth Grubstein, moves into his apartment, he has the kitchen renovated to make her
feel at home. She is tickled pink, but hundreds of other houseguests aren't—the cockroaches who'd been living high on the hog before they
were starved out. Weiss is a witty fabulist whose animals have profound things to say about the human condition. Daniel Evan Weiss's novels
include Hell On Wheels, Honk If You Love Aphrodite and The Swine's Wedding. He lives in New York City.
This book covers modern analog components, their characteristics, and interactions with process parameters. It serves as a comprehensive
guide, addressing both the theoretical and practical aspects of modern silicon devices and the relationship between their electrical properties
and processing conditions. Based on the authors’ extensive experience in the development of analog devices, this book is intended for
engineers and scientists in semiconductor research, development and manufacturing. The problems at the end of each chapter and the
numerous charts, figures and tables also make it appropriate for use as a text in graduate and advanced undergraduate courses in electrical
engineering and materials science. Enables engineers to understand analog device physics, and discusses important relations between
process integration, device design, component characteristics, and reliability; Describes in step-by-step fashion the components that are used
in analog designs, the particular characteristics of analog components, while comparing them to digital applications; Explains the secondorder effects in analog devices, and trade-offs between these effects when designing components and developing an integrated process for
their manufacturing.
This Protocol delineates the evidence for using devices for noninvasive patient monitoring of blood pressure, heart rhythms, pulse oximetry,
end-tidal carbon dioxide, and respiratory waveforms. These protocols guide clinicians in the appropriate selection of patients for use of the
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device, application of the device, initial and ongoing monitoring, device removal, and selected aspects of quality control.
Thoroughly revised and updated, the second edition of this bestseller presents essential guidance for using respiratory care equipment. The
text's logical, clear presentation enhances understanding of complex subjects such as hyperbaric oxygenation, airway and suction
equipment, blood gases, noninvasive monitoring, transport ventilators, home mechanical ventilation, decontamination of respiratory care
equipment, computers and respiratory equipment. New in this edition: Equipment for Sleep Diagnostics and Monitoring; Cardiovascular
Monitoring; Ventilators for Noninvasive Positive Pressure Ventilation; Equipment for Nonventilatory Support; and Comparing Medical Devices
and Performing Equipment Evaluations; The latest Clinical Practice Guidelines; Increased Illustrations and Display Elements; Improved
Pedagogy.
This new book presents current research in the study of expert system software, including algorithms based on paraconsistent annotated
logic in expert systems; expert flow systems in the agronomical, industrial, environmental, pharmaceutical and geological fields; expert
systems in remote sensing; domain-wide expert system applications; modeling a parser as an expert system; embedded expert systems for
flow control of delay sensitive real-time traffic in WLANs; expert systems in fund-raising management and algebraic approaches in the
development of rule based expert systems.
In its first edition, Principles of Clinical Medicine for Space Flight established itself as the authoritative reference on the contemporary
knowledge base of space medicine and standards of care for space flyers. It received excellent notices and is used in the curricula of civilian
and military training programs and used as a source of questions for the Aerospace Medicine Certifying Examination under the American
Board of Preventive Medicine. In the intervening few years, the continuous manning of the International Space Station has both strengthened
existing knowledge and uncovered new and significant phenomena related to the human in space. The Second Edition incorporates this
information. Gaps in the first edition will be addressed with the addition new and revised chapters. This edition is extensively peer reviewed
and represents the most up to date knowledge.
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